
DIY EXTERIOR TRIMMABLE FIBERGLASS DOOR SLAB INSTALLATION

This booklet contains installation tips, tricks, and instructions for the following:

MATERIALS NEEDED: All materials that you will need for this project.

TOOLS NEEDED: The tools that you will need for this project.

DOOR INSTALLATION: Step by step instructions on what you need to do to install your door properly.

For more information, please visit www.zabitat.com, or contact customer service at 855-813-3111
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SAFETY 
FIRST!

CAUTION 

Please carefully read through these instructions before 
beginning this project. These instructions apply to most doors 
however, should conditions of the existing door, door jamb, 
or threshold require modifications to resolve current  
discrepancies, such changes would be made at installers 
risk. If such discrepancies apply, it is recommended to  
contact a professional installer. 

MATERIALS NEEDED TOOLS NEEDED

• Caulk

• 150 - 280 grit sandpaper 

 

 

• Painter’s tape

• (22) 5/8” or longer wood screw

• (2) 2 1/2”or longer wood screws 

• Bore guide for boring handle set locations
• Wood chisel
• Carpenter’s level
• Caulk gun
• Circular saw (if trimming is required)
• Circular saw blade with 24 or more teeth
• Compass square or quick square
• Drill with bits
• Door securing device (clamps, hold 

downs etc.)
• Ear protection
• Hammer
• Hole saw
• Pencil
• Phillips head drill bit
• Punch
• Router guide and mortising bit (Preferred)
• Safety glasses
• Screwdrivers
• Staple gun
• Straight edge 
• Tape measure
• Utility knife
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• Hinges (if existing will be replaced)   

• Lockset and template (if existing will 

be replaced)



Step 1:  INSPECT NEW DOOR SLAB
A. Check for damage or missing components 

B. Remove door slab, sweep from package or 
shipping materials 
     

C. Verify correct door style 

D. Validate measurements by measuring the  
existing door opening from top to bottom and 
side to side and compare to door  
slab measurements

E. The height and width of your new door can 
be trimmed to custom fit most door openings. 
Your new door width will need to be 3/16” 
narrower and 1/2” shorter than the door frame 
opening. See Image E to find the  
dimensional ranges of the door and confirm 
these dimensions are compatible with your door 
frame opening
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PRO TIP:  Apply painter’s tape to the inside face of the door and to hinge side of door. 
This will help identify critical details at later points of the installation process 

A

D

Screenshot - side by side door compa-
rision for measurements

Screenshot - door + sweep?

WIDTH HEIGHT

MINMINDOOR MODEL MAXMAX
36” 6-Panel 35 1/4” 78 1/4” 79 1/4”35 3/4”

31 1/4” 78 1/4” 79 1/4”31 3/4”

35 1/4” 78 1/4” 79 1/4”35 3/4”

35 1/4” 78” 79”35 3/4”

32” 6-Panel
36” Flush

Craftsman

E



 
 

A. Allow for 1/8” gap at the top of the door 
and a minimum 3/8” gap at the bottom.  The 
gap needed at the bottom of the door will be  
determined by the size and type of sweep being 
used. The sweep that is included with the door 
requires a 3/8” gap
 

B. Door frame should be free of damage/splits/
corrosion/wood rot etc.

C. Using a carpenter’s level check the jambs for 
plumb 
 
 
D. Check opening for squareness by measuring 
from the upper right hand corner of the opening 
to the bottom left hand corner. Note the  
dimension. Now, measure from the upper left 
hand corner to the bottom right hand corner of 
the opening and note the dimension.  
The difference between the two dimensions 
should not exceed 1/4” to achieve proper door 
slab fit  
 

E. The sill should be level and in good  
condition. If you have an adjustable sill/threshold 
adjust to lowest position and ensure it is level

Step 2:  INSPECT EXISTING DOOR FRAME
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A

Screenshot - door with  
measurements on all sides

Screenshot - Step E

E

PRO TIP: Many sills are equipped with height adjustment screws. The screw heads are 
visible on the top of the sill cap and can be seen with the door in the open position. 
Rotating the screws evenly will raise/lower the sill cap which will lengthen or shorten the 
door opening



Step 3:  DOOR REMOVAL
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A. Begin with existing door handle hardware  
removal  
PRO TIP: It is easier to remove the handle while 
door is still on the hinges

B. Identify current type of hinge pin 
PRO TIP: Most hinges will have a hinge pin that can 
be easily removed, other types will require 
complete removal of hinge in order to remove door 

C. With the door closed, using a hammer and a 
push pin, lightly tap the bottom of the hinge pin  
until you are able to remove hinge pin from the 
hinge 

D. Complete this step for each hinge pin

E. If replacing old hinges, ensure that the new  
hinges are the same size and shape as those  
being replaced. Remove hinge leaf from jamb if 
installing new hinges

B

C

Screenshot - round/square 
hinges?

Screenshot - hammer/push 
pin removal

Step E

A

E



Step 4:  TRIM & FIT
A. Referring to the detail in step 1E, determine if 
trimming the door slab is necessary 

B. Trimming for width - a maximum of ¼” can be 
trimmed from each side of the new door slab. If 
the door will be trimmed, equal amounts should be 
trimmed from each side of the door in order for the 
embossments to remain centered  
 
C. Use a straightedge to mark the cut lines on the 
door. Applying painter’s tape alongside the cut line 
will help protect the face of the door and help  
minimize chipping along the cut edge  
 
D. Using a circular saw, cut the width to size by  
removing equal amounts from each edge of the 
door. The door edges can be smoothed with  
150 - 280 grit sandpaper

E. Trimming for height – a maximum of ¾” can be 
trimmed from the bottom and a maximum of ¼” 
can be trimmed from the top. Trimming from the 
bottom is preferred  

F. Once door is cut to desired dimensions, dry fit 
the slab into the door frame to ensure proper fit

G. Trim the sweep to the width of the door. Install 
the sweep by placing a bead of caulk on the  
surface of the sweep that rests against the door 
slab. Position the sweep along the bottom edge of 
the door slab and secure in place using a staple 
gun and a liberal quantity of staples
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A

D

G

C

Screenshot - example cut 
off areas on door.

Screenshot - Tape on door

Screenshot -Circular saw 
trimming door

Screenshot -Sweep install PRO TIP: Trimming more than the dimensions  
mentioned above will void the warranty



Step 5:  HINGE PREPARATION
Now that you have trimmed the door to proper 
size, we are ready to transfer hardware  
locations to the new slab 

A. Begin by measuring the distance from the top 
edge of the old door to the top of the top hinge and 
to the bottom of the top hinge. Note the dimensions 
and repeat for the middle and bottom hinges  
PRO TIP: If reusing existing hinges and if your door 
is hung squarely in the opening, then you can use 
your old door to transfer hinge locations to the new 
door. Begin by alinging the top edge of the doors. 
Secure them in place. Use a quick square or  
combination square to transfer the hinge locations 
from the old to the new  
 

B. Measure the hinge backset of old door slab and 
transfer this measurement and the hinge locations to 
the new door slab
PRO TIP: Combination Square works well for  
obtaining this measurement and transferring to new 
door slab 

C. Once marked, align hinge leaf in desired  
locations and trace the outline of the leaf on the 
new slab. Position the pin side of the hinge to the 
interior side of the door. This is a good time to 
reference where you previously placed the tape to 
mark the interior and hinge edge of the door 

D. Complete this step for all hinge locations 

E. Boring for the door hardware will be  
completed once the door has been re-hung onto the 
door frame and proper fit has been achieved
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A

B

B

Screenshot - Hinge  
measurement/marks

Screenshot - comparing 
doors for measurements/
side by side

Screenshot - hinge backset



There are 2 ways to achieve a mortise for the hinges. Follow the steps below depending on the method 
you have chosen. 

• Chisel
• Router 

Step 6:  MORTISING HINGE LOCATIONS - CHISEL

CHISEL
A. Position the chisel perpendicular to the hinge 
edge of the door slab 

B. Gently tap chisel into the traced outline of the 
hinge, penetrating the chisel only as deep as the 
thickness of the hinge.  Driving your chisel too 
deep will cause your door to pinch against the 
jamb and may cause restriction in functionality.  
Continue this process all the way around your 
hinge outline 

C. To make chiseling the mortise location easier 
use a chisel and hammer as you did in step B 
to score the material that will be removed when 
creating the mortise

D. Now, ensure the beveled edge of your chisel 
is pressed flat against your hinge location and  
begin slowly and carefully to chisel out the  
mortise. Take your time, and do not take out more 
than what is needed to achieve a clean flush  
mortise for your hinge to set flush in 

E. Repeat the above step for all the hinge 
locations 

F. Ensure leaf is level and flush with door edge 

G. Lay hinge leaf in mortise, then mark and  
pre-drill holes for your hinges. Attach leaf to door 
slab using 5/8” wood screws. If replacing the 
hinges, attach the other half of the hinge leaves 
to the door jamb using one 2 ½” screw in each 
of the top two hinge leaves. Use 5/8” or longer 
screws in the remaining holes 
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B

D

F

Screenshot - Chisel being taped 
into hinge

Screenshot - Chiseling out the 
mortise

Screenshot - Pre drill holes for 
hinges



 

A. Adjust the guide to appropriate settings 
per the manufacturer’s instructions 
 

B. Attach guide to door edge so that it lines 
up properly with your hinge location 
 

C. Set router bit depth. This should not exceed 
the thickness of your hinge leaf 
PRO TIP: Before you begin mortising the door, 
confirm your router bit depth by testing on a 
piece of scrap lumber. A 2x4 works well since 
it is about the same thickness as the door 
 

D. Mortise the hinge locations using the router 
and mortise guide 
 

E. Repeat for all hinge leaf locations 
 

F. Lay hinge leaf in mortise, then mark and  
pre-drill holes for your hinges. Ensure the leaf is 
level and flush with door edge. Attach leaf to 
door slab using 5/8” wood screws  
 
 
G. If using new hinges, attach the other half of 
the hinge leaves to the door jamb using one  
2 ½” screw in each of the top two hinge leaves. 
Use 5/8” or longer screws in the remaining 
holes 
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ROUTER

Step 6:  MORTISING HINGE LOCATIONS - ROUTER

B

E

F

Screenshot - Guide to door edge

Screenshot - Step E

Screenshot - Step F.



Step 7:  INSTALL YOUR NEW DOOR SLAB

B. Once the hinges are aligned you can close the 
door and insert the hinge pins
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A

B

C

Screenshot - Step A.

Screenshot - Step B.

Screenshot - Step C.

A. Now that all your hinge leafs have been  
installed, you can place the door in the door frame 
and align hinge leafs with those on the jamb 

C. Use a hammer to lightly tap hinge pins down 
into position



Step 8:  BORING LOCATIONS FOR LOCKSET

Locksets typically either have a 2-3/4” or 2-3/8” backset, 
identify which backset is needed for your handle sets  

A. A 2 1/8” diameter hole saw is needed for the lockset. 
This bit is typically included in the bore guide assembly 
along with a 1” bit for the latch 

B. Begin by determining the placement of the lockset. Start 
by measuring from the top of the door frame to the center of 
the existing latch plate. Subtract 1/8” from this dimension. 
This is the distance from the top edge of your door to the 
center of where your lock set will be installed on the new 
door. Measure from the top edge of the door and mark this 
dimension on the edge of the door. Transfer a straight and 
level line to both door faces. This will be the height for the 
center of the lock set bore location 

C. At the height marked during the previous step, measure 
from edge of door 2 3/8” or 2 3/4” (depending on lock 
backset) and mark the face of the door. Repeat this step 
to mark both the interior and exterior surfaces of the door 
using care to assure precise alignment on  
each side 

D. Using your bore guide assembly, follow manufacturer’s 
instructions and proceed to bore the handle and strike bolt 
locations. Recommended: use a bore guide assembly that 
has support on both sides of the door. If both sides of the 
door are not supported, drill halfway through the door on 
one side and then repeat from the other side to prevent 
excessive chipping 

E. Using a chisel or a router and mortise guide, mortise the 
face plate locations on edge of the door

F. Reinstall the door hardware, per manufacturer’s 
instructions

G. Please remember to paint your door after your door slab 
has been installed
 

Screenshot - Bore Guide Assembly

B

C

E

Screenshot - center of latch plate  
on jamb. ( close up photo on the 
markings?)

Screenshot - show the measure-
ments of door/markings.

Screenshot - Step E.
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ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

• Door Glass Inserts

• Weather Stripping

• Keyless Entry Dead Bolts

• Door Handles

• Retractable Screens

• Storm Doors

MORE - ACCESSORIES
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Share Your Story
Show us your door slab project

Tag us @Zabitat_us

Call us! 
855-813-3111  
We’re here for  
product selection,  
measurements or  
installation help!

Hours: 
Monday - Friday
8:00am - 5:00pm 
Eastern Time
www.zabitat.com 


